SWITCH

SWITCH
Details
Handles carefully crafted and a
smoothly integrated oak plate in the
drawers and doors are what define
this range. The peaceful encounter
between two colours and different
materials makes these exquisite
pieces of furniture a nice addition to
every home.

Design by: Says Who
The Danish designer duo Nikolaj
Duve and Kasper Meldgaard are
furniture fanatics, industrial
designers, and creatives with a love
for modern Scandinavian design.
Simplicity and functionality are the
core qualities in their design.

Made in Sweden
At Tenzo, we design and produce
modern, high-quality furniture with
a genuine Scandinavian touch. Our
production facilities are located
in Smålandsstenar in the south of
Sweden.

High quality
The sides and front are made of
lacquered high-quality mdf and the
soft-closing drawers are of a durable
three-piece model. This furniture is
made to last.

TENZO COLOUR NO.
005 WHITE/OAK
034 ANTHRACITE MATTE/OAK
080 FOREST GREEN MATTE/OAK

MATERIAL
Lacquered mdf and chipboard. Solid oiled oak details.
Metal leg in the same colour as the furniture.

SWITCH

DESIGN BY:
Says Who

7724 Sideboard 4D

W:173 x D:45 x H:76 cm

White/Oak - 005

Anthracite/Oak - 034

Forest green/Oak - 080

7722 Tv bench 2D

7711 Bedside table

W:141,5 x D:39 x H:51 cm

White/Oak - 005

W:45 x D:39 x H:57 cm

Anthracite/Oak - 034

Forest green/Oak - 080

W:94 x D:35,5 x H:53,5 cm

Anthracite/Oak - 034

Forest green/Oak - 080

7706 Dresser 6Dr

Anthracite/Oak - 034

White/Oak - 005

7704 Dresser 4Dr
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Anthracite/Oak - 034

W:62 x D:30 x H:131 cm

Anthracite/Oak - 034

7712 Shoe cabinet 2D

W:80 x D:45 x H:102 cm

White/Oak - 005

White/Oak - 005

7703 Shoe cabinet 3Fl

W:130 x D:45 x H:83 cm

White/Oak - 005

Anthracite/Oak - 034

7702 Bench 2D

7734 Highboard 4D

W:90 x D:45 x H:128 cm

White/Oak - 005

White/Oak - 005

W:88 x D:33,5 x H:110 cm

Anthracite/Oak - 034

Tenzo AB
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White/Oak - 005

@tenzofurniture

Anthracite/Oak - 034

Excites your living
www.tenzo.se

SWITCH
SCANDINAVIAN CONTEMPORARY MINIMALISM

Switch is a range of minimalistic designed furniture for the contemporary home. Modern styled
furniture in classic shades combined with elegant asymmetrical handles makes this a series of
furniture for every home. The furniture will make your room stand out and give your home a classic
state-of-the-art look.

Ver. 22-03-10

All pieces of Switch furniture are imbued by Scandinavian simplicity with clean and soft lines,
making the pieces a statement in your home. The handles are beautifully crafted and carefully milled
to match the warm and smooth embedded oak details. The gently rounded body and the slim metal
legs are lacquered in the same shade, creating a perfect unit.
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